12 VOLT IN-POOL LIGHT
(Model OPT12V)

IMPORTANT SAFETY & INSTALLATION INFORMATION

- This product meets or exceeds applicable standards established by Underwriters Laboratories (UL listed) - see back page, Details 5.1 - 5.3
- Install to / plug into only a 110V receptacle protected by a ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI). The GFCI should be enclosed and weatherproof and at least 1 foot above ground surface
- Always remove plug from receptacle before installing, winterizing or servicing light
- DO NOT USE EXTENSION CORDS - DEATH OR INJURY CAN RESULT
- This product is designed and intended for use as an underwater light in an above-ground pool; never modify or use for any other purpose, serious injury can result
- Light fixture MUST be submerged in water before plugging in / illuminating

1. Before starting installation of light, remove ladder or step from pool (if assembled / installed already). Fit cord of light through light bracket, front to back (Detail 1.1 - 1.2). The bracket has two small notches (Detail 1.3 - 1.4), the cord fits into a notch when pressing the light into the bracket. Press light to fit into bracket completely; to the back of the bracket (Detail 1.5)

2. Insert light & bracket into ladder or stair system. Both units have a molded hole that will require to be trimmed out (Detail 1.1 - 1.2). With a utility knife, trim hole gentle around seam to remove plastic center leaving a smooth edge. Insert light and bracket into the trimmed hole. Align holes in bracket with screw marks in ladder or step (Detail 2.3). Drill a 1/8” hole and secure bracket & light in place using the stainless screws provided (Detail 2.4). Make certain light is secure. Pass cord up behind ladder or step, over pool top rail, and to GFI receptacle. Make sure cord is secure and neatly tucked out of the way as not to interfere with traffic in or around the pool (Detail 2.5).

3. Note proper placement of light in steps. The steps have four risers; the light should be placed in the second riser down from the top.

4. Insert light cord into transformer & thread tight (Detail 4.1). The transformer plug MUST be plugged into a 110V GFCI receptacle (see above safety information). NEVER USE AN EXTENSION CORD. The receptacle must be enclosed & weatherproof & at least 1 foot above ground surface
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Detail 4.1

GFI

LIGHT FIXTURE MUST BE SUBMERGED IN WATER BEFORE PLUGGING INTO RECEPTACLE
PARTS BREAKDOWN

Required:
- Screwdriver
- Drill & 1/8" bit
- Utility Knife

Included:
- GFCI
- 3 x Short Screws
- Light Bracket
- 12 Volt Light Kit c/w transformer, light fixture, cord & colored lenses

READ & FOLLOW ALL INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS PROVIDED. DO NOT DEVIATE FROM THESE INSTRUCTIONS, SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH CAN RESULT. NEVER USE EXTENSION CORDS. OPERATE ONLY WHEN LIGHT IS SUBMERGED IN WATER. GFCI RECEPTACLE REQUIRED. SWIM SAFELY!

WINTERIZATION
You must remove your pool light when closing your pool for the winter. Dry & store in a safe place. Warranty does not cover freezing of the product.

BULB REPLACEMENT
This pool light is supplied with a long life halogen bulb. For replacement, unplug and remove from pool. Contact your dealer for replacement bulbs.

FOR COMPLETE WARRANTY INFORMATION PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE OR CALL OUR CUSTOMER SERVICE DEPARTMENT AT TOLL FREE 877-VINYL WK - (PLEASE RETAIN ORIGINAL PROOF OF PURCHASE)

VINYL WORKS CANADA – 1 YEAR WARRANTY(ELECTRICAL) - PRODUCT REGISTRATION
Register online at www.vinylworkscanada.com or return completed warranty registration to:
Vinyl Works Canada – PO Box 96, Port Colborne, Ontario, Canada L3K5V7
(If mailing from USA international postage is required)

Owner’s name: _______________________________ Purchase date: __________________ (yy/mm/dd)
Address: ___________________________________ Phone #: __________________


Retailer’s address: ________________________________________________________________

Product purchased (+VWC model #): ________________________________________________

www.vinylworkscanada.com 877-VINYL WK RECYCLE RESPONSIBLY DO YOUR PART

This pool light can be used with Vinyl Works Canada product #’s: